Starting from SO(N) current algebra, we construct two lowest primary higher spin-4 Casimir operators which are quartic in spin-1 fields. For N is odd, one of them corresponds to the current in the W B N−1 2 minimal model. For N is even, the other corresponds to the current in the W D N 2 minimal model. These primary higher spin currents, the generators of wedge subalgebra, are obtained from the operator product expansion of fermionic (or bosonic) primary spin-N 2 field with itself in each minimal model respectively. We obtain, indirectly, the three-point functions with two real scalars, in the large N 't Hooft limit, for all values of the 't Hooft coupling which should be dual to the three-point functions in the higher spin AdS 3 gravity with matter.
Introduction
Gaberdiel and Gopakumar have conjectured in [1] that the large N 't Hooft limit of the W A N −1 = W N minimal model [2] is dual to a particular AdS 3 higher spin theory of Vasiliev [3, 4, 5] . The boundary theory is an A N −1 coset model which has a higher spin W A N −1 symmetry generated by currents of spins s = 2, 3, · · · , N [6] . See the work of [7] for the W symmetry in two-dimensional conformal field theory. The theory is labeled by two positive integers (N, k) where k is the level of the current algebra and the 't Hooft coupling λ = N N +k is fixed in the large N 't Hooft limit. The bulk theory has an infinite tower of massless fields with spins s = 2, 3, · · · coupled to two complex scalars. The higher spin Lie algebra describes interactions between the higher spin fields and the scalars. The scalars have equal mass determined by the algebra, M 2 = −(1 − λ 2 ). The quantization with opposite boundary conditions leads to their conformal dimensions h ± = 1 2
(1 ± λ).
The partition function of the W A N −1 minimal model was obtained in [8] . Since certain states become null and decouple from correlation functions, the resulting states that survive exactly match the gravity prediction for all values of the 't Hooft coupling. The strict infinite N limit, where the sum of the number of boxes and antiboxes in the Young tableau has maximum value in the conformal field theory partition function, is used. The three point functions with scalars at tree level in the undeformed bulk theory were computed [9] . In particular, they have checked for spin-3 current and made predictions for the three-point functions of spin s ≥ 4, at fixed 't Hooft coupling λ = 1 2 , in the W A N −1 minimal model. In [10] , the three-point functions for spin-4 with scalars for all values of 't Hooft coupling were found in the large N 't Hooft limit of the W A N −1 minimal model. The three-point functions with scalars in the deformed bulk theory was found in [11] and they were given by scalar-scalar two-point functions. The result from conformal field theory, along the line of [12] , agrees with the correlators from the bulk.
There exist other types of minimal models in [13, 14] . It is natural to ask what the threepoint functions with two scalars in these minimal models are, as described in [10] briefly 1 .
In this paper, we construct spin-4 primary Casimir operators in W B N−1 2 and W D N 2 minimal models [15] . Then we compute the three-point functions with two real scalars in the large N 't Hooft limit for all values of 't Hooft coupling. The way in which the coset spin-4 currents in these minimal models are obtained is rather different from the procedure that one uses for the W A N −1 minimal model. In [10] , we have constructed the coset primary spin-4 field by considering the operator product expansion of coset primary spin-3 field with itself (foonote 1). These (spins 3 and 4) are two lowest higher spin currents in the W N minimal model. If one continues to compute the operator product expansions between these lower spin currents, one obtains the higher spin currents successively. In other words, one determines the spin-3 current using the above two requirements and then fixes the spin-4 current. Then the spin-5 current can be fixed from the operator product expansion between the spin-3 current and the spin-4 current and so on.
However, there exists an extra field of spin- N 2 for each case in the present minimal models. Depending on the N, this field is either fermionic or bosonic. Then all the field contents of each minimal model are located at the singular terms in the operator product expansion between this spin-N 2 field and itself. Then the possible terms for primary spin-4 field can be read off from the operator product expansion of this extra field with itself. It is straightforward to apply the above two requirements for the coset primary spin-4 field. It turns out that all the coefficient functions are fixed except two unknown coefficient functions. So far, the story looks similar to the one for W A N −1 minimal model.
Recall that the spin-4 field is the lowest higher spin field in each minimal model. In other words, the lowest spin greater than 2 is 4. In order to fix these two constants in terms of (N, k), one should compute the operator product expansion of primary spin-4 field with itself directly but it is almost impossible, by hand (or other method), to compute these quantities because the number of operator product expansions of various spin-4 fields is 324 for W B N−1 2 minimal model and 452 for W D N 2 minimal model. Instead of doing this, what one can do, at the moment, is to resorts to the higher spin Lie algebra. From the eigenvalues for spin-4 zero mode in the higher spin Lie algebra, along the line of [12, 8, 11] , one can find the above two undetermined coefficient functions (therefore all the coefficient functions) in terms of (N, k) in the large N 't Hooft limit. Of course, this is indirect approach but so far there is no direct approach, in practice, to fix the above two constants 2 .
In section 2, we review the Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) coset construction. We are interested in the specific minimal model characterized by the coset central charge c that can be obtained from the highest singular term in the operator product expansion of the above spin-2 coset Virasoro current.
In section 3, we consider the W B N−1 2 minimal model. The fundamental (generating) field content is given by the fermionic spin-
field where N is odd. All the field contents s = 2, 4, 6, · · · , (N −1) are obtained from the singular terms in the operator product expansion of this fundamental field with itself. It turns out that there exist 18 independent spin-4 fields which are written in terms of two arbitrary coefficients. From the eigenvalue equations of primary spin-4 zero mode acting on the two primaries, we construct the three-point functions of the spin-4 coset primary field with two real scalar fields in terms of 't Hooft coupling constant under the assumption of higher spin Lie algebra.
In section 4, we move on the W D N 2 minimal model. The generating field content is the bosonic spin-
field where N is even. In this case, there exist 21 independent spin-4 fields where there are 3 more spin-4 fields, compared to the previous case.
In section 5, we summarize what we have obtained in this paper and we make some comments on the future direction. There are some (partial and incomplete) related works in [16] - [34] , along the line of [1] .
The GKO coset construction
Let us consider the diagonal coset model [35, 36] 
The spin-1 fields J ab (z) and K ab (z), of level k 1 = 1 and k 2 = k, generate the affine Lie algebra
The indices a, b take the values a, b = 1, 2, · · · , N in the representation of finite dimensional Lie algebra SO(N). Due to the antisymmetric property of these fields
, the number of independent fields is given by 1 2 N(N − 1) respectively. The standard operator product expansions for these fields are given by
and
When the pair of integers in terms of a single indices A = (ab) and B = (cd) is used, then the Kronecker delta is given by δ AB = −δ bc δ ad + δ ac δ bd . From this, δ AB is symmetric under the interchange of A and B (that is, a ↔ c and b ↔ d). However, under the change a ↔ b (or under the change c ↔ d), it is antisymmetric. This is consistent with the operator product expansions (2.2) and (2.3). Similarly, the structure constant with single index notation f ABC can be written as
The spin-1 field of the diagonal affine Lie subalgebra SO(N) k+1 in the coset model (2.1) is the sum of J ab (z) and
The operator product expansion of (2.4) can be obtained from the defining equations (2.2) and (2.3) and the fact that there are no singular terms in the operator product expansion
The level of the field J ′ab (z) is the sum of k 1 and k 2 , k ′ = k 1 + k 2 = 1 + k. In a sence, the coset model (2.1) can be viewed as perturbations of the k → ∞ model.
The above GKO construction looks very similar to those for the coset model
The only difference appears in both the dual Coxeter number and the dimension of group if we use a single index notation. In next sections, we would like to construct the two lowest higher spin generators (extending the spin-2 coset construction in the Appendix A to the higher spin currents) from the spin-1 fields J ab (z) and K ab (z).
3 Then the operator product expansion (2.2) can be written as
and similarly, the operator product expansion (2.3) can be written as In this section, we construct the spin-4 primary field, after that we take the large N limit, and compute the three-point functions with scalars.
3.1
Primary spin-4 current
The W B N−1 2 algebra by Fateev and Lukyanov [15] is generated by the fields of spins
The orders of the independent Casimir operators for the non-simply-laced simple Lie algebra 
The bosonic currents can be read off from (3.2). The coset central charge c is given by (A.4). The spin-2 field appears in the singular term We would like to find the spin-4 primary field V W B (z) explicitly. One should also consider the spin-4 fields T T (z) and ∂ 2 T (z) coming from the stress energy tensor T (z). In principle, the higher spin fields of spin s greater than 4 arise in the lower singular terms in (3.2) but its exact structure is not known explicitly so far. The highest spin field with spin-(N − 1) in (3.1) appears in the
term which is the lowest singular term. Since there is no spin-1 field in this minimal model, there is no 1 (z−w) N−1 term in the operator product expansion (3.2). For N = 3, the W B 1 algebra coincides with the N = 1 super Virasoro algebra.
It is ready to construct the above spin-
field in terms of spin-1 fields J ab (z) and K ab (z).
One defines the spin-1 field as composite of the N-free fermions [37]
The operator product expansion of fermions of spin s =
The fermion fields anticommute and have the mode expansion with the Neveu-Schwarz sector or the Ramond sector. It is easy to check the operator product expansion (2.2) is satisfied with level k 1 = 1 by using (3.3) and (3.4). One also checks that this fermion is primary field of spin-
under the stress energy tensor
According to the observation of Watts [37] , the spin-
independent terms with arbitrary coefficient functions A's which depend on both N and k (the explicit expressions for these coefficients are given in [37] )
This is a singlet under the underlying SO(N) subalgebra of SO(N). The epsilon tensor of N indices is SO(N) group invariant. Now we substitute (3.5) into the operator product expansion (3.2) and look for
term by contracting the remaining indices between the fields in the normal ordered product. For example, the operator product expansion between the first term of (3.5) with itself will lead to ǫ minimal model? It is easy to see, after completing the procedure in previous paragraph, that the spin-2 fields coming from U W B (z) are given by
with epsilon tensor ǫ a 1 a 2 ···a N−4 cdef and similarly those
normal ordered products of these fields with appropriate contracted two epsilon tensors arise in the singular term
. It turns out that the spin-4 fields have the following structure
where the contractions between two epsilon tensors are proportional to the Kronecker deltas.
The right hand side of (3.6) can be further simplified by removing the indices g, h, i and j. Then one writes down the possible various spin-4 fields, by simplifying the right hand side of (3.6), as follows:
The spin-4 fields are quartic in the currents with appropriate index structure. Of course, one should expect that there exist some derivative terms between the spin-1 fields from the normal ordered products (3.6) to fully normal ordered products (3.7). Compared to the minimal model based on SU(N) group where the d symbols of different ranks are contracted with the currents, the symmetric SO(N) invariant tensor of rank 2, Kronecker delta, plays an important role. On the other hand, one can think of the following derivatives
where some of these come from the derivative field of stress energy tensor ∂ 2 T (z).
Therefore, the spin-4 candidate given by (3.7) and (3.8) can be further simplified and summarized by the following 21(= 25 + 9 − 13) (the 13 terms can be written as other terms from the footnote 4) independent terms, via the detailed analysis in the Appendix B,
Compared to the W B 2 minimal model (i.e., N = 5) [38] (See also [39] ), there exist three extra terms: c 8 -term, c 21 -term and c 22 -term. We will see that these extra terms can be absorbed into the other independent terms for W B N−1 2 minimal model by using N-free fermion description.
We also use these 21 independent terms for the W D N 2 minimal model. It is ready to determine the coeffcient functions in (3.9). At first, the primary spin-4 field should commute with the diagonal spin-1 field as follows [2] :
In other words, there are no singular terms ( 1 (z−w) n terms where n = 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) in the operator product expansion (3.10). Secondly, the coset spin-4 primary field should transform as dimension 4 under the stress energy tensor (A.1) as follows [2] :
That is, there should be no singular terms ( 1 (z−w) n terms where n = 6, 5, 4, 3) in the operator product expansion (3.11). Sometimes, it is convenient to introduce the stress energy tensor in the affine Lie algebra SO(N) k ⊕ SO(N) 1 :
(3.12)
The equation (3.10) implies that there are no singular terms in the operator product expansion
. Therefore, it is equivalent to compute the operator product expansion ofT (z) V (w). In the Appendix C, we describe the operator product expansions (3.10) where we consider the spin-4 field in (3.7) and (3.8). The reason for why we do take these rather than (3.9) is that sometimes we want to express the spin-4 field which is quartic in the currents without any derivative terms. In the Appendix D, we compute the operator product expansionT (z) V (w) which should be equal to the equation (3.11) under the condition (3.10). We will describe some details in the Appendix B.
Therefore, we take the final correct spin-4 field as follows:
For N = 5, the field contents of (3.13) are exactly same as the ones in [38] . This is one of the reasons why we take the particular combination for the various spin-4 fields as in (3.13).
In Appendix E, the requirements (3.10) and (3.11) are imposed and the coefficient functions appearing the spin-4 field in (3.13), in terms of finite (N, k), are determined. However, the coefficient functions c 9 and d 8 are not fixed. All the coefficient functions are written in terms of these two coefficient functions. This common feature also occurs in the W N minimal model if one does not consider the operator product expansion between the primary spin-3 fields.
According to the field contents of (3.1), there are no lower spin fields of spin less than 4, contrary to the W A N −1 minimal model. In order to fix these unknown coefficient functions, one should compute the operator product expansion of V W B (z) V W B (w) explicitly. In the Appendix F , we present the field contents for the W B 2 algebra corresponding to N = 5 case for convenience.
The primary spin-4 current which is fourth order Casimir operator of SO(N) where N is odd is given by (3.13) with the coefficient functions in (E.7). In next subsection, we describe this primary spin-4 current in the large N limit and find three-point functions with scalars.
Primary spin-4 current in the large N 't Hooft limit and threepoint functions with two scalars
The large N 't Hooft limit is described as [1]
One should find the spin 4 zero mode on the vector representation. The spin-4 field is given by (3.13). Let us first consider the quartic terms. From the matrix representation in the footnote 3, one has
Here we take the large N limit (3.14). In order to obtain the eigenvalue, one should divide this (3.15) by N. Then, the zero mode (relevant to the c 1 -c 5 terms) acting on the vector representation implies that
Combining the results in the Appendix E, the leading contribution N 2 from d 8 factor comes from the coeffcient functions, c 18 ,
4 Similarly, from the identity Tr(
that can be obtained from the matrix representation for the generator, one obtains
which are relevant to the c 6 -c 10 terms. It is straightforward to compute Tr(
3 which can be checked from the matrix representation, and the corresponding eigenvalue equation (relevant to c 11 -c 15 terms) leads to
Furthermore, from the relation Tr( 18) which are relevant to c 16 − c 20 terms. The last one one should have is Tr(
, and the eigenvalue equation (corresponding to c 21 -c 25 terms) is given by
Therefore, the power of N in (3.18) is higher than the ones in (3.22), (3.16), (3.17) or (3.19) . The N 3 behavior of (3.18) is the same as the one in W A N −1 minimal model [10] .
Let us consider the quadratic and cubic terms in (3.13). One needs to have 20) which is relevant to the d 1 -d 9 terms and dividing this (3.20) by N , one obtains spin-2 zero mode on the vector representation in the large N 't Hooft limit
From (3.21), one can obtain the spin-4 zero mode with two derivatives.
The leading contribution N 3 from c 9 factor comes from the coefficient functions d 7 and d 9 .
Finally, by substituting the coefficient functions in the large N limit into (3.7) and (3. 25) where O + ≡ (v; 0) ⊗ (v; 0) and this is equivalent to (2, 1
2 ) in the convention of [13] . 
In other words, one obtains
where O − ≡ (0; v)⊗(0; v) which is equal to (1
2 ) in the convention of [13] . The vector representation of SO(N) is self-conjugate and there is no separate conjugate representation, contrary to the fundamental representation of SU(N).
For the choice of 27) one has the following eigenvalue equations, from (3.25) and (3.26),
Recall that the zero mode eigenvalues for arbitrary spin s in the boundary theory are found in [11] . If one puts s = 4, then they are exactly the same as (3.28) up to unfixed λ-independent normalization which depends on the spin s explicitly. One expects that if one computes the operator product expansion V W B (z) V W B (w), the singular terms should behave as
where the stress energy tensor is given by (A.1) and (A.2). Then the undetermined two coefficient functions c 9 (N, k) and d 8 (N, k) occur in this operator product expansion. Only after this computation which will be very complicated (i.e., 18 × 18 = 324 operator product expansions one should compute) is done, they are fixed completely. Otherwise, one does not know what they are. They should take the form (3.27) as one takes the large N limit.
The three-point functions with two real scalars, from (3.28), is summarized as coset conformal field theory in the large N limit. See, for example, [11] . We present the final spin-4 primary field with (N, k) dependent coefficient functions in (E.14). In the large N limit, this becomes further simple expression as follows:
Of course, one can rewrite this (3.30) using the equations (B.2) in terms of quartic fields only.
When one acts this spin-4 zero mode on the primary states, one sees that all the N-dependence disappears and it leads to the equation (3.28).
4 The fourth-order Casimir operator of DN 2 = SO(N ) where N is even
In this section, the spin 4 primary field, its large N limit and the three-point functions with scalars are constructed as previous section. 
Primary spin-4 current
The highest spin field with spin-(N − 2) in (4.1) appears in the 1 (z−w) 2 term. We expect that the descendant of highest higher field of spin-(N − 2) should appear in the singular term
in (4.2). As in previous section, we would like to find the spin-4 primary field V W D (z) which will be present in the 1 (z−w) N−4 singular term of (4.2). There is no
terms, consists of
3)
The arbitrary coefficient functions depend on the two integers (N, k). Then one can substitute 
One uses the relations (B.1), (3.8) and (B.2). Then one uses the two requirements (3.10) and (3.11) in order to determine the coefficient functions in (4.4) . In Appendix G, the requirements 
where O + ≡ (v; 0)⊗(v; 0) which is equivalent to (2, 1
in the convention of [13] .
For the second primary, one has vanishing K 
and the leading contribution N 2 from c 8 factor comes from the coeffcient functions, c 11 , c 12 ,
Using (3.17), (3.19) and (3.21) with correct multiplicities for the Fourier mode on the derivative terms, the following spin-4 zero mode eigenvalue equation reads, from (4.7) and (4.8),
where O − ≡ (0; v)⊗(0; v) which is equivalent to (1
of [13] .
In this case, the spin-2 Virasoro zero mode eigenvalues are fixed by the conformal dimension as before, (E.10) and (E.12). Moreover, the three-point functions with scalars are given by (E.13). Once again, from the observation of [14] , the eigenvalues are given by (1 ± λ)(2 ± λ)(3 ± λ) on the primaries |O ± >. For the choice of
one obtains the eigenvalue equations given by (3.28) where the two primaries are given by the above |O ± >, from (4.6) and (4.9). Finally, the three-point functions are summarized by (3.29) . The undetermined two coefficient functions c 8 (N, k) and c 10 (N, k) occur in this
Only after this computation which will be very complicated (i.e., 21 × 21 = 441 operator product expansions one should compute) is done, they are fixed completely. They should take the form (4.10) as one takes the large N limit.
Conclusions and outlook
We have found the coset primary spin-4 field (3.13) with (E.7), where two coefficient functions are not fixed, in the W B N−1 2 minimal model. These coefficient functions can be fixed, in principle, only after the 324 operator product expansions are computed. With appropriate choice for these coefficient functions (recalling the higher spin Lie algebra), we have constructed the three-point functions with two scalars in (3.29) under the large N 't Hooft limit. Furthermore, we also have described the coset primary spin-4 field higher spin gravity for the present minimal models are. Based on the works of [9] or more recently [11] , it is an open problem to compute the three-point functions in the bulk for any deformation parameter λ.
In this paper, we have considered only higher spin field of fixed spin s = 4. According to the observation of [11] , the three-point functions are written for arbitrary spin s. Via the AdS/CFT duality in [1] , one should see those three-point functions in the W N minimal model conformal field theory in the large N limit. This implies that the results of [10] The two undetermined coefficient functions in the present minimal models cannot be fixed by the requirements that it should be a primary field of spin-4 with respect to the spin-2 coset Virasoro field and that it should commute with the diagonal subalgebra. Without computing the operator product expansions of spin-4 field with itself, are there any ways to compute the unknown two coefficient functions explicitly? If one considers the extended N = 1 supersymmetric algebra which contains the field contents we have discussed in this paper and its superpartners, one can construct the spin- 3 2 field G(z) which is a fermionic partner of coset spin-2 Virasoro field T (z) in the W B N−1 2 minimal model, along the line of [41, 7] . For the W D N 2 minimal model, it is not clear how to construct odd (fermionic) spin current. Then one can compute the operator product expansion between G(z) and spin-4 field V W B (w). In the right hand side of this operator product expansion, one expects that the highest singular term 1 (z−w) 4 should be proportional to G(w). Then this will determine the unknown coefficient functions under the above assumption. It would be interesting to find whether the W B N−1 2 algebra can be extended to the extended N = 1 superconformal algebra or not.
